Abstract-Synchronization is one of the most challenging elements of a watermarking system. In this paper, we survey and classify methods employed for watermark synchronization and highlight some inherent difficulties in synchronization that arise due to the nature of multimedia signals. We then propose a framework that addresses these hurdles in practical applications. Our framework utilizes feature-based embedding in concert with error correction codes capable of handling not only substitutions caused by various perturbations but also insertion and deletion events caused by erroneous feature estimates. We present a practical scheme for speech watermarking based on the framework. Experimental results show that the proposed methodology indeed enables synchronization in scenarios where a mismatch in estimated features between embedder and receiver would otherwise cause synchronization loss. We explore connections of the framework with recent theoretical analyses of watermark synchronization.
I. INTRODUCTION
After more than a decade of multimedia watermarking development, watermark synchronization remains a vexing issue. Synchronization is an essential element of every digital communication system and has been extensively researched in that context. In watermarking/data-hiding applications, however, synchronization poses unusual and particularly challenging new problems because the primary goal in these systems is not the communication of the watermark data but the communication of the multi-media information with minimal or no perceptual degradation. The communication of the embedded data is a secondary objective that, nonetheless, is often required to be robust against signal processing operations that do not significantly degrade perceptual quality. A variety of watermarking schemes have been proposed to facilitate synchronization at the watermark receiver. Typically, methods are designed to be robust against a specific set of operations such as rotation, scaling, and translation, or some combination thereof, and have varying levels of success.
In this paper, our goals are fourfold: First, we classify several of the existing watermark synchronization methods based on their underlying principles and highlight their advantages and shortcomings. Next we advocate specifically on behalf of feature-based embedding techniques and present a new synchronization paradigm for this class of methods that overcomes their main weakness by combining them with error correction codes capable of recovering from insertions, deletions, and substitutions. Then we show that the proposed methodology can indeed enable synchronization in practice by developing a speech watermark that forms a preliminary implementation in our new paradigm. Finally, we relate our practical approach to recent theoretical analyses of watermark synchronization.
II. WATERMARK SYNCHRONIZATION: A TAXONOMY Depending on the watermarking method, synchronization errors may arise from a variety of channel degradations corresponding to both benign and malicious processing operations. Common watermark embedding methods are assumed to be conformal with the inherent geometry of the image. This is the case, for example, for spatial/temporal domain spread-spectrum watermarking for images and audio, and also transform domain methods (to a lesser extent). For these methods the most common and challenging source of desynchronization errors is the class of "geometric attacks" that correspond to a change in the underlying geometry of the signals through modifications of the temporal/spatial axes. This includes common operations of scaling, cropping, translation, shearing, and rotation (the latter 2 apply to 2-D signals) as well as local warping of the signal geometry. Stirmark [1] provides a very effective tool for simulation of these common attacks. An alternative class of watermark embedding methods avoid several of these synchronization problems by requiring no conformance to the signal geometry for the watermark. Examples in this class are methods that embed watermark information in signal features, histograms, or moments. These methods can, however, also suffer from de-synchronization if the procedures used at the embedder and receiver are not entirely repeatable. In the following, we classify proposed remedies for synchronization considering methods in both classes mentioned above.
For non-oblivious watermarking systems in which the original may be assumed to be available at the receiver, synchronization can be achieved by registering the received signal to the original and using the registered version of the signal for watermark detection [2] , [3] . Non-oblivious methods of detection are, however, unsuitable in most applications involving large multi-media databases, and we therefore focus entirely on oblivious watermarking systems in which the original cover signal is not available at the receiver.
For oblivious watermarking, commonly employed methods for watermark synchronization may be classified into four major categories: (1) methods that embed information in geometrically invariant transforms (GIT), (2) recovery assisted methods (RAM), (3) Feature-Based (FB) embedding methods, and (4) methods using exhaustive search (ES) at the detector.
1) Geometric Invariant Transform (GIT):
The GIT class of methods embed the watermark information in a signal transform domain that is invariant to specific geometric transformations and thereby ensure that synchronization is not lost when the signal is subjected to these transformations. A specific example is embedding in the Fourier-Mellin transform for 2-D images that provides invariance to global rotation, scaling and translation [4] . A variety of other closely related transforms have also been utilized for this purpose [5] , [6] . A limitation of these methods is that they only handle the specific class of transformations for which they are designed and typically do not directly handle other operations such as cropping and locally-varying geometric transformations such as the random bending attack in Stirmark [1] . 2) Recovery Assisted Methods (RAM): The RAM class of methods incorporate information in the watermarked image that allows estimation of global geometric transformations applied to the signal after watermark embedding. This allows the receiver to invert the geometric transformation and thereby achieve synchronization, provided the estimated parameters are accurate. Methods in this category may further be grouped as structured watermark (SWM) and template based (TB) techniques.
The structured watermark (SWM) class typically utilizes a repetitive pseudo-random noise pattern for watermark embedding with suitably chosen periodicity. If the watermarked image undergoes a geometric transformation between the embedder and receiver this periodicity is altered. In SWM the altered periodicity is determined at the receiver by performing an autocorrelation computation that reveals the repetitions as spikes in the auto-correlation. Using these estimates with the known embedding periodicity, the receiver can estimate the transformation parameters and undo these transformations. These techniques have been utilized with some success in image watermarking [9] , [10] .
Template based (TB) methods for watermark synchronization are closely related to the SWM methods in their operating principles. A minor difference is that typically the watermark payload in these methods is independent of the synchronization "template". The synchronization template may be embedded in the spatial or frequency domain [12] , [13] , [14] and once again enables estimation of global transformations applied to the signal between the embedder and the receiver.
Both SWM and TB methods are subject to removal attacks [15] that attempt to remove the correlation peaks/template. They also provide rather limited resilience against locally varying geometric transformations [11] and can be mislead by an active attacker that adds another SWM/template to confuse the receiver. The SWM technique has an advantage over the TB method in that the power need not be split between the watermark and the template. 3) Feature-Based (FB) methods: The FB class may be viewed as second generation watermarking algorithms [16] that evolve from watermark embedding in pixels toward embedding using semantically meaningful features of the multi-media signals either for the purpose of synchronization or for embedding itself. Common examples of feature extraction methods used in this application include corner detection [17] , clustering and multi-resolution analysis [16] . Feature-based methods have received rather limited attention in main-stream watermarking literature. One reason for this is that despite their significant promise, the FB methods have faced very significant implementation hurdles since accurate and repeatable estimation of multi-media signal features is in itself a challenging research problem [18] . A mis-match in estimated features between the embedder and receiver, typically causes catastrophic desynchronization. Therefore even in the absence of attacks the methods have hitherto failed ungracefully.
4) Exhaustive Search (ES):
For spread-spectrum watermark embedding where the detector is required to make a binary decision corresponding to the presence or absence of a watermark, an alternative method for achieving watermark synchronization is to perform ES. The method performs a watermark detection over all possible geometric distortions and declares the watermark present if a positive detection is obtained postulated on some geometric distortion. The method is obviously practically feasible only when the class of geometric distortions can be parameterized by a reasonably small set of parameters. This limits the applicability of ES. Typically, the ES method also suffers from an undesirable effect that it can increase the probability of false alarm [19] . The classification presented above is not exhaustive and numerous other synchronization methods have been proposed. Combinations of methods listed may also be utilized in practice. Despite this large body of work, no widely acceptable and secure solution exists for watermark synchronization.
III. FEATURE-BASED EMBEDDING: PROS AND CONS
Among the synchronization methods presented above, the feature-based (FB) methods are among the least mature. Given the complexity of these techniques, analytic end-to-end system evaluation for estimating bit-error rates or capacity is usually infeasible and only limited analysis may be applied to their individual modules [18] . A discrepancy in estimated features between the embedder and the receiver causes a catastrophic de-synchronization for FB methods, often even under relatively benign channel conditions of non-malicious processing. Thus unlike other embedding methods where synchronization is viewed as an additional and separate requirement, these methods make it a pre-requisite for basic operation. Empirical evaluation has therefore also been hampered for want of robust synchronization methods.
The lack of an analytical framework combined with the absence of a practically viable implementation has ensured that FB watermarking methods have received rather limited attention thus far. This, however, does not detract from their numerous advantages, which we elaborate next:
• Under global geometric transformations, well-chosen features will all undergo the "same" change in geometry.
• If the features are also semantically meaningful, they have resilience to lossy compression operations that attempt to remove irrelevant information while preserving perceptually/semantically important information.
• Localization based on features can also be more meaningful since it can be related to semantics and may therefore better withstand processing at a higher semantic level, such as copying of an object from one image into another.
• The use of features can also potentially allow better informed-embedding since the features can help identify regions unsuitable for embedding such as extremely smooth image regions with no discernible features or textured regions that may be well suited for embedding.
• Finally, the perceptual significance of the features can also limit the extent to which these are impacted by malicious attacks that modify the data with only small perceptual changes. Thus, well-chosen features offer excellent resilience to a number of common degradations encountered in watermark channels and form a natural choice for achieving invariance and synchronization. The exact benefits realized, of course, depend on the embedding method adopted and the selected features. Some of the key desirable characteristics of features for FB watermark embedding have previously been listed in [16] as: a) invariance to noise/compression, b) covariance to geometric transformations, and c) localization. The first two are self-explanatory; localization requires that cropping or replacing the data in one region should not alter remaining features, i.e., the features should be locally computed. We assume that features satisfy these requirements and, based on the localization requirement, refer to them as "feature-points". Arguing conversely, one can also see that non FB methods suffer from major shortcomings because the embedding method does not relate to signal semantics. These methods therefore offer very little or no resilience against higher level processing operations that operate at a semantic level. Thus synchronization capabilities of non FB methods may be expected to be inherently limited and we therefore strongly advocate additional research on FB watermarking methods. In current practice, however, FB methods are totally stymied by de-synchronization that occurs when feature estimation between the receiver and embedder is not repeatable. We next present a new synchronization and error-control coding paradigm that addresses this limitation.
IV. A NEW PARADIGM: FB EMBEDDING + IDS CODES
The fundamental problem in FB watermarking methods occurs due to a discrepancy in feature-points determined at the embedder using the original cover signal and those estimated using the signal available at the receiver, which may have undergone compression, noise addition, and possibly additional attacks. Typically, for localized features this discrepancy is manifested in the form of some feature-points that are detected at the embedder but not at the receiver and viceversa. Assuming that the data is embedded in the featurepoints themselves, 1 this mismatch causes random insertions and deletions in the extracted data-stream. Combined with substitutions caused by other perturbations or noise, the system for embedding in features may therefore be viewed as a channel that provides data-transport albeit with insertions, deletions, and substitutions (IDS).
The insertions and deletions are the source of the debilitating de-synchronization errors that cannot be handled by error correction codes that are designed to correct substitutions (and form the most widely-studied class of codes). However, if one utilizes error-correction codes capable of handling IDS errors, these errors may also be corrected. Hence we propose a new paradigm for watermark synchronization that uses featurebased embedding and overlays the IDS channel provided by the feature-based embedding and extraction with IDS codes in order to recover from the synchronization errors. This synchronization framework is shown in Fig. 1 . The basic data embedding and extraction technique is indicated as the block outlined with the solid border. As argued above, the method provides a data-transport channel from t tot that potentially encounters IDS errors. To overcome these, watermark data m to be communicated is first encoded using a suitable error-correction code to obtain t and the received datat is decoded using a corresponding decoder to obtain an estimated messagem. This provides the requisite synchronization and error recovery capability and is shown as the dotted block in Fig. 1 . The resulting combination yields a novel watermarking framework that is able to achieve overall watermark synchronization despite loss of synchronization in the underlying data embedding method. Obviously, the viability of the proposed framework is dependent on the capability to develop suitable error correction codes. Given the nature of the IDS channel, practically useful classes of linear codes are not known for this application and the problem of code design in general is therefore a challenging one. To illustrate the viability of the framework with next present a practical watermark.
V. A SPEECH WATERMARK IN THE PROPOSED PARADIGM
In this section, we present a speech watermark that embodies the paradigm proposed in Section IV. We provide a pithy description of the application and results; the interested reader is directed to [20] , [21] for a detailed description of the scheme, implementation details and additional results.
Our speech watermark with pitch-modification based embedding and IDS code based synchronization is schematically illustrated in Fig.2 . The embedding and extraction of data into pitch is located on the right side of the figure and closely follows [22] . For the purpose of watermarking, we use pitch as the semantically meaningful feature. The selection of pitch as the feature for watermark embedding is motivated by the structure of most speech encoders that ensures the fidelity of the pitch information is maintained during compression. 
ing quantizer where b is the embedded bit from the information sequence t. The pitch modifications are incorporated into the speech signal using the pitch synchronous overlap add (PSOLA) algorithm [24] .
The watermark receiver extracts embedded data from the speech signal by partitioning voiced segments into nonoverlapping blocks of pitch intervals and computing average pitch values over J contiguous pitch intervals. For each block average, an estimated value of the embedded bit is computed as the index 0/1 from the quantizer Q b ( ) 1 b=0 for a reconstruction value closest to the average pitch. This extraction process yields the estimatet of the embedded data t.
As indicated in Section III, a mismatch in estimated features between the sending and receiving ends causes desynchronization. In data embedding by pitch modification, this occurs when estimates of voiced segments at the receiver differ from those at the embedder [22] . Multiple voiced segments at the embedder may coalesce into a single voiced segment at the receiver, or vice versa. In addition, relatively small voiced segments may be detected at one end and not the other. These types of mismatches result in insertion, deletion, and substitution (IDS) errors int yielding a loss of synchronization.
To resolve the synchronization problem between the watermark embedder and receiver, we employ the IDS error correcting codes recently proposed by Davey and MacKay [25] . The error correction scheme, also shown in Fig. 2 , consists of an outer q-ary LDPC code concatenated with a nonlinear inner code that aids synchronization. The watermark encoder applies an inner and outer encoding processes to the q-ary (q = 2 k bits) message m. The inner (nonlinear) code operates using a key-based pseudo random marker vector w that is known to both the embedder and receiver. The marker vector w, with minor perturbations, is embedded into the speech. The perturbations of w incorporate the watermark data to be communicated. At the receiver, the knowledge of w enables recovery of synchronization with some uncertainty. This is accomplished using an hidden-Markov-model (HMM)-based soft inner decoder that outputs symbol-by-symbol MAP probabilities for the q-ary symbols. The uncertainty arises due to channel induced IDS errors as well as the perturbations caused by data embedding. The outer q-ary LDPC code resolves this uncertainty and using the known values of w allows recovery of the perturbations introduced in w and thereby the embedded watermark data. Note that q-ary, instead of binary, codes offer a significant benefit not just from their improved error performance but also from the fact that they allow better synchronization [25] .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the pitch-modification based speech watermark with synchronization, the method of the previous section was tested with sample speech files from a database available at [26] . For the pitch-based embedding, it was determined through (limited) empirical testing that using a QIM quantization size of ∆ ≤ 15 resulted in an embedding distortion that was imperceptible. However, the choice of this step size did not provide immunity against synchronization loss. Fig. 3 shows a small region of the transmitted and received data streams plotted against an absolute time reference (corresponding to the pitch analysis windows). The stars on the figure represent locations at which a bit was embedded and the squares indicate locations at which the receiver guesses that a bit was embedded, with the ordinate (y) axis indicating the value of the bit as 0/1. It is clear that the embedding and extraction process introduces insertions, deletions and substitutions as labeled in the plot. In the absence of the outer error-correction layer of the proposed system, the desynchronization resulting from the insertion/deletion events yields a bit error rate that asymptotically tends to 1 2 . Next the proposed system was evaluated. For this purpose, random q = 16-ary messages m of length K = 25 were generated and encoded using a rate 1 4 q-ary LDPC code. These were then mapped through a sparsifier to vectors of length n = 1000 bits added (modulo-2) to a pseudo-random marker vector w and embedded into speech files using the pitch based QIM embedding with step size ∆ = 10. The resulting files were subjected compression "channels" corresponding to: a) No compression, b) GSM-06.10 at 13 kbps, and c) AMR at 5.1 kbps. In all test cases investigated, it was found that the proposed system correctly recovered the embedded data provided sufficient number of iterations were allowed for the outer LDPC decoder.
To further examine the performance of the proposed method, Monte-Carlo simulations were performed and the percent of times that successful synchronization and data recovery 2 was accomplished was determined. This percentage was computed for different values of the QIM embedding step size ∆ for the case of no compression. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the performance degrades with a decrease in QIM step size as expected. For ∆ = 15 no cases of failed synchronization/recovery were observed and for ∆ = 10 over 95% of the times synchronization was regained. These indicate that the method can successfully be utilized at QIM step sizes that are imperceptible with relatively low probability of unrecoverable error. VII. DISCUSSION Some elements of the proposed watermark have strong similarity with the template-based (TB) and structured-watermark (SWM) methods. The marker vector w which enables the synchronization may be considered analogous to a template or along with the watermark information analogous to a SWM. However, the analogy is a rather loose one since the SWM and TB methods rely on an embedding conformal with the signal geometry in order to allow recovery of geometric distortion parameters whereas in the proposed scheme the feature-based embedding enables freedom from this requirement. Also, in scenarios where w is generated using a cryptographic key, it prevents detectors without access to the key from recovering the watermark data. Finally w does not include any tell-tale structure or repetition and is therefore immune to the templateremoval attack. Thus the proposed framework does not suffer from any of the limitations of the SWM and TB class of methods. As we point out subsequently, in fact our proposed watermark is in fact a closer relative of the exhaustive search (ES) class of methods.
The speech watermark that we present does have some limitations. Firstly, the embedding in pitch averages over windows provides a rather limited data rate. Combined with the rather low rate of the concatenated error-correction code for synchronization and recovery, this further limits the effective end-to-end rate of the overall system. Based on other recent work [27] , we speculate that this may in fact be a necessary trade-off for synchronization and is probably a limitation of the general framework too. It is also worth noting that in some systems this low rate may not be a hindrance. For instance, depending on the application (e.g. fingerprinting) it may be sufficient if only a unique object identifier is embedded using a method resilient to de-synchronization, which may then be used to recover the original signal from a database and perform synchronization for non-oblivious detection of a more useful payload.
A second limitation is applicable specifically to the speech watermark embedding method presented above. While the method provides excellent resilience to low-bit-rate lossy compression (see Section VI), the pitch-based QIM embedding does not provide any resilience against deliberate scaling of the time axis 3 . This limitation, however, arises from the specific embedding method and does not apply to the framework in general. Alternate, well-designed FB embedding methods need not suffer from this limitation.
In a recent paper, Barni [28] analyzed exhaustive search (ES) and template-based (TB) watermarking in a simple but elegant setting. The results indicate that if the size of the search space does not increase exponentially, both ES and TB methods provide asymptotically good results. The ES method also provides superior detection performance over TB methods (as determined by ROC curves). The analysis for the ES methods has also been extended by Merhav in [29] where the embedder and detector have been optimized under a resource constrained detection scenario that uses only the energy and correlation. Once again, the asymptotic optimality of exhaustive search is established. Both analyses predicate their results on a polynomial size for the search space. For embedding methods conformal with the image geometry and general geometric distortions, this assumption will probably fail for most practical methods. However, one can immediately realize that the size of the search space is immaterial and the complexity of the search (for the optimum) over the space is the real quantity of interest. In particular, under suitable constraints dynamic programming may allow efficient search over an exponential space. This in fact the case for our speech watermark when it is suitably "de-featured" to a zero bit watermark, which corresponds to purely the detection of the presence or absence of w when no watermark data is embedded. The feature-based embedding reduces the size of the embedding domain; however, the search space remains exponential in the number of features. The HMM representation for the channel, however, enables us to do an efficient search 4 over this exponential space using dynamic programming. In this context, it is worth noting that the marker vector w plays the same role as the spread spectrum watermark [28] . Our detector, however, differs from the ones used in [28] , [29] in that it does not operate under the same resource constraints. Also note that in this reduced mode of operation for our scheme, the probability of false alarm encounters little or no increase because the LDPC error correction decoding validates the embedded data (and there are few undetected error events). The same is true for ES used in detection of cropping in authentication watermarks (e.g., see [30] ), where the fact that the embedded information is a "signature" of the image data makes false positives a moot concern.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS A synchronization paradigm was proposed for feature-based watermarking that brings us closer to exploiting the inherent benefits of these methods. We show that the fundamental synchronization problem in feature-based watermarking caused by discrepancies in features estimated at the embedder and receiver can be overcome through the use of error-correction codes capable of correcting insertions, deletions, and substitutions (IDS). The paradigm thus eliminates the requirement for perfect feature recovery at the receiver and paves the way for practical feature-based watermarking methods.
We demonstrated a speech watermark implemented in the proposed framework that uses pitch modification for dataembedding and the IDS-correcting codes proposed by Davey and MacKay [25] . Experimental results illustrate successful synchronization recovery in our system and show that the paradigm is powerful and practical and allows the speech watermark to be resilient to lossy compression using low bit rate speech CODECs.
With the example implementation of the synchronization paradigm, we have illustrated a viable method for addressing the vexing issue of synchronization in feature-based watermarking and anticipate that the paradigm will provide a much needed boost to similar synchronization methods for other feature-based methods.
